OFFICE OF THE COMMERCIAL TAXES OFFICER, CIRCLE "G" JAMMU.

NOTIFICATION
(Under Rule 6(i) of the CST (J&K) Rules, 1958)

It has been reported by M/s Dabur India Ltd. Bari Brahmana, Jammu TIN 01801071011 that Two "C" Forms having serial No. 04V-766281 to 04V-766282 have been lost and the matter stands published in the following newspapers.
2. Indian Express, dated 19 April 2013.

The dealer has also furnished indemnity bond in this respect which is placed in the record file. Hence the above mentioned Two "C" Forms are hereby declared invalid for the purpose of sub-section (4) of section 8 of the CST Act 1956. Anybody fraudulently using the above mentioned "C" Form would render himself liable for penal action as per Law.

The person(s) who find/finds the above-mentioned "C" form will please return the same to the undersigned.

No. of C forms = 02 (Two)
Serial No. = 04V-766281 to 04V-766282
Name & address of the dealer = M/s Dabur India Ltd. Bari Brahmana, Jammu
Registration No./ TIN = 01801071011
Whether lost/stolen or destroyed = Lost
Address of the dealer to whom "C" form is / are issued = HBD Packaging Pvt. Ltd., Greater Noida U.P

Assessing Authority,
Commercial Taxes Circle "G"
Jammu.

No: 2911-13/CDT/14
Dated: 03/01/14
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